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appearance, and with obvious Mycensean ancestry; and
from the Temple of Hera at Dorian Argos comes a geometric
vase making use of the sacred sign of the Cretan double axe.
The rise of the geometric art-style may be better explained
not by way of unexplained racial characteristics, but on
simple psychological grounds. There is no such thing as a
racial style in art, though physical characteristics may
have some effect: for instance the prevalence of myopia,
with or without astigmatism, that has been alleged of the
scholarly Chinese. There are national or even international
styles, Dutch, Italian, medieval Christian, Mohammedan,
with all their cross-currents and subdivisions ; but they are
carried on and developed by teaching, imitation, and
experimentation by original artists on the basis of a common
heritage, not by a kind of Lamarckian heredity. The Greek
geometric develops in many cities and regions on the basis
of a common heritage, the Mycensean, and in similar circum-
stances. The Mycensean style was artistically decrepit in
its later stages, but still technically useful, with its dark-on-
light brushwork. There is a period of incompetence, but it
comes then, not in the geometric age. The latest Mycensean
belongs probably to the Greek " heroic age " when wars
and insecurity were at their worst; when the artist was
probably often working for an alien conqueror, and in any
case can seldom have had any assurance of the permanence
of his work or that it would meet with appreciation. The
mature geometric belongs to the time when stability has
been recovered, if at a low level; it is not the style of an
indeterminate transition period, but the first stage in genuine
Hellenic art. These, we may suggest, are the " similar
circumstances " in which the geometric styles develop : they
are, one and all, the styles of those communities which,
having weathered the storms so far, are concerned with
holding on to what they have of the decencies of life : that
is, their law or custom, their ethics and taboos, the land they
live on, their wealth, or what is left of it; and, among other
things, the style of art or decoration which they know. These
societies have learned to value, even to over-value, a rigid

